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Impact of proposed GST on Indian Logistics Industry
Overview of Indian Logistic Industry:

Ratings

The Indian logistic industry is expected to grow steadily, led by e-commerce penetration, economy revival,
proposed GST implementation and government initiatives like “Make in India”, National Integrated
Logistic Policy, 100% FDI in warehouses, food storage facilities, etc. Transportation alone holds 60% share
of the logistic industry and rest 40% is contributed by warehousing, freight forwarding, value-added
logistics, etc. Furthermore, with respect to India’s GDP growth the logistics industry is expected to grow at
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1-1.5x as logistics business is directly correlated with economic activity. Considering the aforementioned
aspect, the Indian logistic industry is projected to grow at CAGR of 15-20% during FY16~FY20. Despite
these reasons, the logistic sector in India remains entangled in several complexities which primarily
includes higher logistic costs and complex tax structure. The implementation of Goods and Service Tax
(GST) bill is expected to trim the logistic costs upto 20% from the current levels, however, the persisting
high logistic costs could only be resolved by development of logistics infrastructure.
The Indian logistic sector is primarily categorized into four segments comprising transportation,
warehousing, freight forwarding and value-added logistics. The transportation which contributes
maximum to the whole pie of logistic sector comprises various means such as road, rail, air and water.
India being emerging country with prime dependency upon transportation through land, i.e. through road
and rail together which contributes about 60% followed by Warehousing 24.5% compromising industrial
and agricultural storage.

Segmentation of India Logistic Industry
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Current Issues and challenges
Despite being a lower cost service providing country, India has higher logistics cost due to various issues and
challenges faced by the industry. Apart from being entangled in complex tax structure, the industry is also
affected by poor rate of customs efficiency of clearance processes and procedures thus affecting the international
export logistics stratum. Furthermore, sub-optimal comfort provided by the existing Indian infrastructure
combined with lack of implementation of efficient IT-enabled tracking and tracing mechanisms has adversely
affected the performance of logistics. The current article delineates upon the complex tax structure issue faced by
the logistic industry and the benefits that this industry would derive upon implementation of GST, thus providing
respite to certain extent to the industry.

Complex tax structure:
Currently, each of India’s 29 states taxes goods that move across their borders at various rates. As a result, freight
that moves across the country is taxed multiple times.

How the introduction of Goods and Service Tax (GST) would benefit the Indian logistic industry?
Goods and service tax is a colligation of multiple taxes levied by both Central (i.e, excise duty, countervailing duty
and service tax) and state (Value-added tax, Octroi and entry tax, luxury tax, etc) governments when an end-user
purchases goods or services. It means same level of taxation would be charged on a specific product or service
across the entire country irrespective of being manufactured and sold in different states. The planned dual GST
model (central GST and state GST) proposes to replace around 29 state and federal taxes and tariffs for a single
tax at the point of sale. The current combined Centre and State statutory rate for most goods works out to be
26.5% (Cenvat of 14%, and VAT of 12.5%), whereas post GST implementation the same is expected to reduce to
standard rate of about 18-21% which will be levied on most goods and all services.
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CGST: Central Goods and Service Tax; SGST: State Goods and Service Tax; CVD: Countervailing Duty; SAD: Special Additional duty

The following table illustrates the expected benefits that Logistics industry would derive post
implementation of GST:
Pre GST

Post GST

Interstate tax burden

Currently, each of India’s 29 states taxes goods that
move across their borders at different rates apart
from that Corporate state tax of 2% is levied for
inter-state goods transfer.

Not applicable. Uniform taxation and no varying tax
structures would be allowed across states.

Nature of the industry

Current interstate taxation has resulted in a large
number of unorganized players in this industry.
Resulting in fragmented industry.

Logistic time

Due to trade barriers such as entry taxes, local body
taxes, OCTROI and other hurdles, trucks lie idle for
30 to 40% as per industry estimates during their
delivery schedule.

Cost

The existing interstate taxation system has forced
the companies to create and maintain warehouses in
each state. Currently, there are around 20-30
warehouses per company, one in every state, in
addition to this 20-30 Carry & Forwarding agents per
state making the supply chain longer and inefficient.

With the introduction of GST, there is likely to be
major consolidation in the industry. It could see the
emergence of major large players who can span the
entire logistics chain.
Improvement in the logistic time after phasing out
the border check posts resulting in improvement in
operational efficiency through quicker and increased
number of deliveries along with reduction in logistic
cost during the transit. As per world bank estimation
Indian corporates can save upto 30-40% of logistic
costs incurred due to stoppages at various tolls and
check posts.
GST tax will be levied on transportation of goods and
full credit will be available on interstate transactions.
Logistic costs are expected to be decreased by 1.52.00% of sales on account of optimization of
warehouses leading to lower inventory costs which
are set up across states to avoid paying 2% corporate
sales tax and phasing out of interstate sales tax.
There is immense scope for optimization of costs.

The rollout of GST, in India would dissolve the existing indirect tax structure, ie, multiple taxes that is being split
between center and state governments leading to reduction of about 20% of current logistic costs.
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Impact of GST on Third party Logistic service providers (3PL):
Post GST implementation the 3PL’s would have to restructure its assets and realign its operations in line with
changes in the operations of its customers in the new scenario. Currently, 3PL’s have warehouses located near
major distribution centers of its key clients (different industries) irrespective of its geographic disadvantage mainly
to avoid interstate taxes. However, post GST implementation 3PL’s are expected to build integrated warehouses
at logistic suitable locations. So accordingly, 3PL’s would have to restructure the assets to accommodate the long
distance consignments which will occur with this scenario of free movement of goods across the country.
The consumer durables sector is expected to witness maximum drop in the logistics costs as percentage of total
sales, as their warehouses are built at different states to avoid interstate tax. Mostly, the consumer-oriented
industries are going to have high impact of GST on its operations model rather than capital intensive industries.
Major Challenge -To sail the GST bill through the headwinds of political and democratic embroilment:
The GST bill although has passed its acceptance through Lower House in May 2015 after religious deliberations, it
is yet to be passed by the upper house of the parliament (Rajyasabha). Post this, bill has to be passed through
respective state governments in state assemblies and it has to be ratified by at least 50% of them. Once the bill
receives approval from majority of the state assemblies, the government has to arrive at a revenue neutral rate so
that the implementation of the proposed new tax structure will not have negative implications on revenues of
states and central. Furthermore, the government has to formulate the principles for levy or exempt of the tax in
the course of interstate trade with consistency and relevancy the rules for ‘Place of supply’. After traversing
through all the aforementioned phases, once the draft GST bill is out, the Central government has to compile all
the views of the stakeholders and make an error- free and uniform GST legislation.
The hurdles and milestones which the bill has to face and cross before it is actually implemented is a tedious and
time guzzling task at every stage of passage lest there is drive to expedite the same.
Apart from above the success of GST depends upon robust IT network connecting all the state governments,
trade, industry, financial institutions, etc. The development of real time business model by the special purpose
vehicle in the name of Goods and service tax network (GSTN) promoted by Government of India, various state
Government bodies and non-Government financial institutions plays a vital role.
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Credit Perspective:
In the coming year, expectation of revival of manufacturing and mining activities could boost the logistic industry,
further helping the companies to have better credibility. The proposed implementation of GST would also benefit
the companies operating in this industry though not during the current financial year considering snail pace
movement of the GST Bill and actual implementation along with fructification of the same.
Indian road transport industry is cyclical in nature and presence of a large number of organized and unorganized
players makes the sector highly competitive which leaves little headroom for margin improvement. The demand
for warehousing facilities has constantly been on the rise due to factors like increase in government procurement,
rise in contract farming and development of organized retail sectors. The aforesaid development would require
large storage capacity to achieve economies of scale as well as capacity constraints at existing facilities would
pose a major challenge for players in unorganized segment. Thus, the implementation of GST, would benefit
immensely the players in organized sectors in terms of consolidation and merging of smaller players with larger
organized players to leverage the mutual benefits. Furthermore, the sector would also attract interest from
international logistic players through FDI, JVs or acquisitions, which in turn propels the industry to march towards
the developed market standards of logistic performance index.
Deliberating on holistic view the implementation of GST would help the logistic industry in improving the
operational efficiency thus cutting the logistic cost and expanding the business prospects through consolidation of
logistic players.
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